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I"wish"all"the"noise"we"had"to"escape"from"in"this"discipline"was"the"noise"of"the"

“Rat"Race”—external"noise.""But"often"solitude"is"needed"more"to"escape"from"

the"noise"within."How"can"it"be"that"we"are"able"to"insulate"ourselves"in"sound"

proof"homes"and"turn"off"every"external"noise"source"and"yet"there"is"a"lack"of"

quiet"within?""Our"minds"race!"Even"when"we"arrange"to"be"at"a"quiet"retreat"

spot,"even"when"we"lie"down"on"a"comfortable"bed"in"quiet"room,"often"the"

noise"within"prevents"our"easily"finding"sleep."""

"

Solitude)is)not)just)about)being)alone,)for)we)can)be)alone)and)still)have)the)
distractions)of)external)and)internal)noise.))The)goal)of)this)discipline)is)to)quiet)
our)hearts)and)minds)so)that)God)can)fill)the)silence.!""""""""
"""""""Valerie"E."Hess"&"Marty"Watson"Garlett,"Ph.D.,"Habits"of"a"Child’s"Heart,"p."98"""

"

Solitude)is)more)a)state)of)mind)and)heart)than)it)is)a)place.”""""""
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""Richard"Foster,"Celebration"of"Discipline,"p."96"

"

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!sol·i·tude  noun$\$säl!!t(y)o�od\!
:!the"state"or"situation"of"being"alone"
:"a"lonely"or"uninhabited"place"

"

Some"writers"create"an"additional"discipline"of"silence.""For"our"purposes"here"we"

will"include"silence"as"part"of"solitude."We"might"even"think"of"the"discipline"as"

“Solitude/Silence”"they"are"so"linked"and"have"dependencies"on"one"another."

"

si·lence   noun$\!sīl!ns\        
:"complete"absence"of"sound"or"noise"

:"a"situation,"state,"or"period"of"time"in"which""

""people"do"not"talk"

:"a"situation"or"state"in"which"someone"does""

""not"talk"""about"something"or"answer""

""questions"about"something"

  "
!
!



!
Things!to!remember!regarding!Solitude!

• Jesus"withdrew"to"places"of"solitude"to"better"hear"the"divine"whisper"

• God"rarely"speaks"above"our"noise"

• The"“aloneness”"of"solitude"is"about"the"quietness"needed"to"hear"

• “Solitude"doesn’t"help"us"recharge"our"batteries"for"the"rat"race;"it"

teaches"us"to"ignore"the"rat"race.”"Richard"Foster"

• Inner"solitude"means"no"fear"of"being"alone"because"we"aren’t"

• Inner"solitude"means"no"fear"of"being"with"others"because"they"don’t"

control"us—even"with"others"we"have"a"sanctuary"of"the"heart."

• Don’t"rely"on"inner"solitude"alone—Even"Jesus"needed"actual"alone"time"

Some!roadblocks!to!Solitude!

• The"amount"of"sound"and"distraction"in"our"lives"

• Literally"finding"a"quiet"place"in"our"culture"

• Our"possible"addiction"to"noise:"music,"TV,"a"fan,"social"media,"etc."

• Fear"of"time"alone"or"time"without"words"

• Our"need"to"have"the"“last"word”"so"we"talk,"talk,"talk"

• The"challenge"of"“listening”"

"

"“Let)him)who)cannot)be)alone)beware)of)community.).).)Let)him)who)is)not)in)
community)beware)of)being)alone.).).)Each)by)itself)has)profound)pitfalls)and)
perils.)One)who)wants)fellowship)without)solitude)plunges)into)the)void)of)
words)and)feelings,)and)one)who)seeks)solitude)without)fellowship)perishes)in)
the)abyss)of)vanity,)selfEinfatuation,)and)despair.”)
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""Dietrich"Bonhoeffer,"Life"Together"p."77\78"

"

Suggestions!on!How!to!Practice!Solitude!
"

• Pay"attention"to"what"you"do"when"your"world"becomes"quiet—do"you"

welcome"solitude"and"quiet"or"do"you"seek"people"and"sound?"

• Capture"even"the"short"interludes"of"solitude:"first"moments"of"quiet"still"

in"bed,"maybe"leave"the"radio"off"on"your"drive"to"work,""

• Develop"a"“Quiet"Place”."For"most"this"may"easily"be"done"at"home"

others"may"have"to"seek"it"elsewhere"like"library,"park,"lobby"of"an"office"

building,"an"unlocked"church,"etc."

• Plan"a"morning"or"afternoon"without"words"

• Do"some"things"without"any"words"of"explanation"

• Plan"a"day"away"for"a"“personal"quiet"retreat”"

• Try"using"the"“Jesus"Prayer”"to"quiet"your"inner"noise:"“Lord"Jesus"Christ,"

Son"of"God,"have"mercy"on"me,"a"sinner.”"



• When"visiting"with"people"in"person"or"on"the"phone"don’t"multi\task.""

Really"focus"on"hearing"and"listen"for"what"God"nudges"you"to"say."

"

Ideas!for!parents!to!assist!children!in!practicing!this!discipline!
!
Build"some"quiet"times"into"the"rhythm"of"your"family’s"life.""Maybe"a"half"hour"

after"or"before"supper"where"background"noise"is"reduced"and"conversation"is"

suspended"."
"

For"Younger"Kids:"

• Last"5"minutes"of"the"drive"in"the"car"play"the"“Quiet”"Game"
"

• When"the"family"comes"home"take"the"first"30"minutes"to"not"do"

anything"but"listen"and"concentrate"on"hearing"the"day’s"stories."This"

will"model"part"of"the"rhythm"of"engagement"and"withdrawal"
"

• During"bedtime"prayers"have"a"time"of"silence"and"active"listening"to"

hear"what"God"might"be"saying"to"them.""
"

For"Older"Kids:"

• Have"the"kids"develop"their"own"“quiet"time”""where"they"aren’t"

reading,"listening"to"music"or"story,"but"just"being"quiet."

• Become"aware"of"“who”"we"are"listening"to.""Discuss"TV"shows,"music,"

etc.""Discover"what"they"like"about"the"music"and"what"they"think"about"

the"lyrics.""
"

• Work"to"develop"the"habit"of"not"listening"to"music"or"having"the"TV"on"

while"studying."

"

• Talk"about"the"value"of"some"“alone”"time"especially"as"peers"become"

increasingly"important"in"influential"

 

Just)as)the)body)takes)time)to)recover)from)an)infection)that)has)afflicted)it,)so)
the)soul)needs)times)of)silence)and)solitude)for)its)recovery)from)the)insane)
pace)of)modern)life.E)Howard"Baker) )



 

 "

"

1. What"do"you"first"think"of"when"you"hear"the"word"Solitude?"

"

"

2. When"were"some"good"times"of"solitude"for"you?""When"were"some"not"

so"good"times"of"solitude?"

"

"

3. The"Spiritual"Disciplines"are"about"giving"God"access"to"our"lives"to"work"

transformation.""How"is"solitude"giving"God"access?"

"

"

4. Silence"and"Solitude"are"very"related.""Which"is"your"greatest"temptation"

to"speak"when"you"should"be"silent"or"to"be"silent"when"you"should"

speak"up?"

"

"

5. Jesus"was"big"on"going"to"a"lonely"place:"desert"forty"days"alone,"after"

feeding"5000,"before"choosing"12,"after"hearing"about"John"the"Baptist’s"

death,"after"a"hard"season"of"teaching"and"healing.""What"would"be"a"

good"reason"for"you"to"find"some"solitude?"

"

"

6. How"will"you"practice"more"silence,"saying"less"this"week?"

"

"

"

7. When"will"you"plan"some"intentional"solitude"?"
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January 31, 2015 Florida Hospital Seventh-day Adventist Church 
Matthew 14:3, Mark 1:35 Ignoring the Rat Race—Solitude by  Andy 
McDonald 
 
Twelve Months to Grow…From shallow, artificial, trivial…to deep, 
real, profound. 
 
How’s your growth? These 12 months to Grow isn’t some rhetorical 
some none literal, metaphorical, imaginary journey.  I have no interest 
in hyperbole.  I’m not holding out or talking about something unreal. 
 
There is not the slightest sliver of doubt in me that as we monthly 
experiment with each of these 12 practices, these disciplines to give 
God access to our lives that he will GROW us from whatever degree 
we are shallow, artificial, and trivial to being deeper, more real, 
increasingly profound. Not to some arrival point but simply on our 
finite journey toward the infinite. 
 
Last spring our family was attending the Wild Flower Pilgrimage in the 
Great Smoky Mountains.  It was a gorgeous spring day and we 
carpooled together and went to hike a trail we and enjoyed on a 
previous trip.  But this time we began the circular walk in reverse. We 
soon realized we would not hike the whole loop.  And so now we had 
no destination in mind. There were flowers along the trail.  A beautiful 
river off to one side.  Birds, and blue sky and the sun playing in the 
trees and the sheer pleasure of this family group of people, as we 
lollygagged our way we were on a walk.  No arrival point but just the 
joy of the walk. 
 
Listen, this spiritual journey  with God…these 12 months to grow are 
not a closed 12 month system but more like a circular trail.  There is no 
arrival point. We are on a walk.  Like Enoch we seek to walk with God. 
 
I want to remind you of the two books that are great resources on an 
exploration of the Spiritual Disciplines.  
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First is one of the 5 books I’d want with me if I was stranded on an 
island.  It is what is now considered a classic: Richard Foster’s 
Celebration of Discipline, and the other is a book every parent needs if 
they want a big assist in creating Sticky Faith in their children. It is 
called “Habits of Child’s Heart”—Raising your kids with the spiritual 
disciplines.  Both of these are available at the Welcome Desk, You can 
fill out a form and you have 2 weeks to enjoy the book for free and 
return it and if you don’t return it after two weeks we will charge you. 
 
We started this  12 month journey with a clear call to meditate—to      
simply hear God’s voice and obey his will. We’ve explored prayer, the 
opening of our hearts to God as to a friend. In our look at fasting we 
recognized that we find our true sustenance in God alone.  We realized 
that it is in study that we discover the truth that will set us free.  Last 
month the discipline of letting go of uncluttering our lives the call to 
simplicity was our subject. 
 
Today we come to a discipline in so many ways foreign to our culture. 
 
Henri Nouwen makes a bold statement regarding the practice of 
solitude. 
He writes: “Without solitude it is virtually impossible to live a spiritual 
life.” 
 
Why would he say such a thing? 
Because solitude is about creating a time and place for God and him 
alone, and if we are not willing to do that in our lives then Nouwen’s 
supposition makes sense -- without solitude it is virtually impossible to 
live a spiritual life. 
 
As Christians we believe that Jesus was God incarnate. He was the one 
who was 100% God and 100% human, that mystery we call the 
incarnation. If there was anyone in all the history of humanity that we 
might think could go without solitude, who was enough in himself to 
ignore this discipline it would be Jesus.  But just the opposite was his 
reality.  He recognized the importance of this great discipline.  
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Throughout the gospels we read of Jesus taking chunks of time for 
solitude, to find that quiet place. 
 
Just after his baptism he disappears in to the wilderness for 40 days. 
The first 39 days of that fast, and the first 39 days of solitude, time with 
just him and his father alone, were what gave him strength when Satan 
shows up to tempt him. 
 
Pressed by crowds to provide care and ministry demanded his time of 
solitude. In the afternoon Jesus healed Peter’s mother-in-law and that 
evening after sunset Mark 1:32 and following says that the people 
brought to Jesus all the sick and demon possessed. The whole town 
gathered at the door, and Jesus healed many who had various diseases.  
He also drove out many demons…  Very early in the morning, while it 
was still dark, Jesus got up, left the house and went off to a solitary 
place where he prayed. 
When Simon and his companions found Jesus they exclaimed, 
“Everyone is looking for you!” The implication is come back and do 
some more ministry.  People have needs.  They like you.  This could be 
good for your career.  But that time in solitude centered Jesus in his 
mission to move on  and preach to other villages. 
 
When Jesus sent the disciples out to do ministry in teams, when they all 
got back together, Jesus invited them on a retreat for some solitude. 
 
After feeding the thousands with a little boy’s lunch the crowd was 
ready to force Jesus to become king, but he dismisses the crowd, and 
tells the disciples to get into the boat and head for Capernaum, and he 
went up on the hills by himself—he knew that a great success brings a 
temptation that times of discouragement and failure can’t and he knew 
that solitude helps foil the tempter’s plan and re-centers our lives.. 
 
When Jesus would slip away from the noise and hurry and crowds and 
distractions of life for those moments of solitude what happened to him 
in these moments of solitude? 
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It was in the lonely place that Jesus found the courage to follow God’s 
will and not his own;  
  To speak God’s words and not his own;  
    To do God’s work and not his own.   
 
It was in solitude that he was reminded of the shocking thing he said: 
 “I can do nothing by myself… my aim is to do not my own will, but 
the will of him who sent me.” John 5:30   From the strength of solitude 
he reminds us, “The words I say to you I do not speak  as from myself: 
it is the Father, living in me, who is doing this work” John 14:10 
 
The noise and the crowds of our world tempt us to say just the 
opposite. 
 
I don’t know for sure about you but  I am so confident in my ability to 
do things myself, so worried and focused about getting my will done,  
and overly interested even committed to my chance to say my word, 
give my opinion. Are you tempted that direction too? 
 
 Are we in the least impressed how different we are from the incarnate 
God. Jesus who is part of the trinity, who deserves all honor, who is 
eternal and wise as God, but, who as the God-man recognizes and 
testifies,  
   “I can do nothing by myself” 
     “My will is trumped in everything by the will of him who sent me.” 
        “I don’t even have the audacity to speak as from myself.” 
 
What happened to Jesus in those times of solitude is that he talked with 
his Father, he prayed. We’ve talked about prayer and that to pray is to 
change. 
Henri Nouwen writes: “Jesus went to a lonely place to pray, that is, to 
grow in the awareness that all the power he had was given to him; that 
all the words he spoke came from his Father; and that all the works he 
did were not really his but the works of the One who had sent him.”   
     Out of Solitude p 21 
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Here’s why this discipline is so critical for us to practice.  Not to just 
think about and philosophize over but to actually “DO.”  It is in 
solitude that we discover that being is more important than having, and 
that we are worth more than the result of our efforts.  We are worth 
more than being useful. 
 
So much of our lives are about proving our worth.  Seeking accolades 
about our value.  Getting the pay raise because we are indespensible. 
Maybe that is why this discipline is so essential in our growth from 
shallow, artificial, to deep, real, profound.  To be alone. To be in 
solitude, to stop doing and be.  To recognize we are creature and there 
is a creator. 
  
Let me get really practical about the practice of solitude.  
 
The goal of this discipline is to quiet our hearts and minds so that God 
can fill the silence and show up in the stillness. 
 
There’ s this great story of Elijah the prophet in the Bible.  He’s the one 
who has this great show down with the prophet’s of Baal on top of 
Mount Carmel.  And they have no success but when Elijah prays fire 
comes and consumes the sacrifice and the altar. 
 
It is right after this big successful moment that Elijah takes off. He’s 
heard of the threat the king’s wife has on his head.  So Elijah runs for 
40 days until he arrives at the mountain of God and he finds a cave and 
spends the night. 
 
God shows up and asks him what he’s doing here in the cave.   Elijah 
whines about being faithful and the only true follower of God and now 
the leadership of the nation is trying to kill him.  
 
God invites Elijah to go out and stand on the mountain because the 
Lord is about to come by.  Elijah does this and first there is a great and 
powerful wind that was so powerful it tore the mountain apart and 
shattered rocks. Then there was a mighty earthquake. And then fire 
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came.  And God wasn’t in the wind, earthquake of fire, but after all of 
this noise and activity came a gentle whisper---just a whisper and God 
was in the whisper! 
 
We live in the age of the big deal. Tomorrow in Phoenix there will not 
be much demand for a whisper.  We love the big deal.  Lots of noise.  
The show.  The huge event. 
 
Where can we find solitude?  For most of us the reality is that if we try 
and find it or wait for it to just happen it never will.  For most of us if 
we want some solitude we will have to very intentionally create it. 
 
We may not be privileged to have the opportunity to take a personal 
retreat for solitude, and if we haven’t been practicing this discipline 
that might be a little much. 
 
I’d like to encourage you to try 5-10 min a day as a good starting point 
with the intent to build to 30-60 minutes a day with maybe an afternoon 
every week or so and then maybe an annual personal retreat of solitude. 
 
There are two very real and active sources of noise that work against 
solitude.  
 
First there is the noise of our life and culture. 
 
When I’m doing premarital counseling I tell couples the secret of a 
happy marriage it is casual conversation.  And while that seems simple 
it is much more challenging today than 150 years ago.  Today we have 
to be more intentional about casual conversation.    People too often eat 
watching TV not sitting at a table engaged in conversation. Now with 
computers and smart phones and ipods and social media it is easy to 
avoid casual conversation. 
 
And the same could be said for solitude. 
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There is all the outer noise of life—all the wind, earthquakes and fires.  
Too many of us are discomforted with silence, so it is more and more 
difficult to find.   Everywhere you go there is background music 
playing, we come home to a quiet house and immediately turn on 
music, radio, tv.  Time is money and we fill every available moment 
with some activity or actual noise. 
 
But even when all is quiet there is the other noise, the noise in our head.  
Several  years ago we put new windows in our home and we were 
amazed at how much quieter it was.  The new windows allowed us to 
much more shut out unwanted sounds. 
 
But while the decibles of sound were reduced there was the other noise.  
The noise in our heads. In fact sometimes when we step into a quiet 
place the noise in our heads may actually escalate. 
 
That’s why we can be at the beach or a mountain retreat and all is quiet 
but even though it is physically quiet and we are resting on a very 
comfortable bed we can’t sleep we can’t rest because of all the voices 
in our head. 
 
Focusing on Jesus can help quiet the noise.    Maybe pray a simple: 
“Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me a sinner.” And then 
be quiet.  When we find ourselves distracted by outer or inner noise 
maybe return and pray it again.  Or maybe select a passage of scripture 
and use it the same way to quiet your thoughts. 
 
I want us for a moment to return to the purpose of the disciplines: 
 They aren’t to try and gain some spiritual merit 
  They aren’t about proving to God that we care about spiritual stuff 
    They are not a means of salvation 
 
They are simply means of giving God access to us, that he might 
transform us, and enable us to love our world. 
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As family members and friends have some conversation about solitude 
and silence and strategize how we can offer these to one another. 
 
One of the simple ways to create more space for solitude, not the retreat 
far away, but the ability to have an inner quiet that you can take with 
you regardless of your surroundings is to just talk less! Listen more! 
And in the quietness we find less self justification, less worry about 
what others might think and that space may allow us even to hear 
God’s whisper. 
 
For me the thought of a time of solitude creates a longing. If I know 
some solitude time is coming there is great anticipation. But I must 
remember that I choose time for solitude not just for me.  Sure I love it.  
I enjoy alone time, but that may simply be a reaction to a very full life. 
 
I want us to seek and practice the discipline of solitude and silence to 
enable us to better love people into a lifelong friendship with God. 
 
I’ve adapted a prayer by Robert Raines that speaks to our discipline of 
solitude 
 
solitude is a blessing 
to me and my family and friends 
green meadows and  
blue waters 
are a healing sight for sore eyes 
and sore selves 
grant me the will  
to savor my solitude 
i want to look at the faces of the forest 
and listen to the voices of the wind 
i want to enjoy the silence  
and the conversation 
and to dig deep into the wells  
of my own being 
keep me from hurrying by 
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my life  
 
solitude is a curse 
to people penned up 
in boredom, sickness, poverty, prison 
time is terrible for those 
who aren’t going places 
because they have no place to go 
people pacing up and down 
people shuffling in and out 
people without a song 
            without a job 
            without a promise 
 
Lord, grant me so to benefit form  
my blessed solitude 
that I may care more deeply for people 
whose solitude is a curse 
 
Sink into the blessing of solitude.  Be still and know God. 
Be still and know God loves you.   Be still and know that God will use 
you to care deeply for people whose solitude is a curse. 


